AbstractÐIn a localized routing algorithm, each node makes forwarding decisions solely based on the position of itself, its neighbors, and its destination. In distance, progress, and direction-based approaches (reported in the literature), when node A wants to send or forward message m to destination node D, it forwards m to its neighbor C which is closest to D (has best progress toward D, whose direction is closest to the direction of D, respectively) among all neighbors of A. The same procedure is repeated until D, if possible, is eventually reached. The algorithms are referred to as GEDIR, MFR, and DIR when a common failure criterion is introduced: The algorithm stops if the best choice for the current node is the node from which the message came. We propose 2-hop GEDIR, DIR, and MFR methods in which node A selects the best candidate node C among its 1-hop and 2-hop neighbors according to the corresponding criterion and forwards m to its best 1-hop neighbor among joint neighbors of A and C. We then propose flooding GEDIR and MFR and hybrid single-path/flooding GEDIR and MFR methods which are the first localized algorithms (other than full flooding) to guarantee the message delivery (in a collision-free environment). We show that the directional routing methods are not loopfree, while the GEDIR and MFR-based methods are inherently loop free. The simulation experiments, with static random graphs, show that GEDIR and MFR have similar success rates, which is low for low degree graphs and high for high degree ones. When successful, their hop counts are near the performance of the shortest path algorithm. Hybrid single-path/flooding GEDIR and MFR methods have low communication overheads. The results are also confirmed by experiments with moving nodes and MAC layer.
INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS networks of sensors are likely to be widely deployed in the near future because they greatly extend our ability to monitor and control the physical environment from remote locations and improve our accuracy of information obtained via collaboration among sensor nodes and online information processing at those nodes. Networking these sensors (empowering them with the ability to coordinate among themselves on a larger sensing task) will revolutionize information gathering and processing in many situations. Sensor networks have been recently studied in [7] , [10] , [11] , [16] . A similar wireless network that received significant attention in recent years is the ad hoc network [13] , [21] . Mobile ad hoc networks consist of wireless hosts that communicate with each other in the absence of a fixed infrastructure. They are used in disaster relief, conference, and battlefield environments.
In this paper, we consider the routing task in which a message is to be sent from a source node to a destination node in a given wireless network. The task of finding and maintaining routes in sensor and mobile networks is nontrivial since host mobility and changes in node activity status cause frequent unpredictable topological changes.
Macker and Corson [21] listed qualitative and quantitative independent metrics for judging the performance of routing protocols. Desirable qualitative properties include: distributed operation, loop-freedom (to avoid a worst case scenario of a small fraction of packets spinning around in the network), demand-based operation, and ªsleepº period operation (when some nodes become temporarily inactive). Some quantitative metrics that are appropriate for assessing the performance of any routing protocol include [21] : endto-end data delay and average number of data bits (or control bits) transmitted per data bits delivered. The latter is a measure of communication overhead and includes demand-based routing messages and location updates.
We shall further elaborate on these properties and metrics. Our final goal is to design routing protocols with the following properties:
1. Position-based routing. The distance between neighboring nodes can be estimated on the basis of incoming signal strengths. Relative coordinates of neighboring nodes can be obtained by exchanging such information between neighbors [4] . Alternatively, the location of nodes may be available directly by communicating with a satellite, using GPS (Global Positioning System), if nodes are equipped with a small low power GPS receiver. The surveys of protocols that do not use geographic location in the routing decisions are given in [2] , [25] , [26] . Here, we will discuss only GPS-based approaches.
2. Localized algorithms. Localized algorithms [7] are distributed algorithms that resemble greedy algorithms, where simple local behavior achieves a desired global objective. In a localized routing algorithm, each node makes a decision as to which neighbor to forward the message based solely on the location of itself, its neighboring nodes, and destination. All nonlocalized routing algorithms proposed in the literature are variations of shortest weighted path algorithm (e.g., [37] ).
3. Loop-freedom. The proposed routing protocols should be inherently loop-free to avoid timeout or memorizing past traffic as cumbersome exit strategies.
Minimize hop count.
If the impact of congestion is ignored, the end-to-end delay metric reduces to hop count, that is, the minimal number of retransmissions between source and destination. The ideal shortest path algorithm minimizes the hop count and serves as the benchmark.
Minimize communication overhead.
Due to limited battery power, the communication overhead must be minimized if the number of routing tasks is to be maximized. Purely proactive methods that maintain routing tables with up-to-date routing information or global network information at each node are certainly an unsatisfactory solution, especially when node mobility is high with respect to data traffic. For instance, shortest-path-based solutions are too sensitive to small changes in local topology and activity status (the latter does not even involve node movement). Since our final goal is to provide a localized algorithm that will compete with the best (shortest path) algorithm (instead of competing with the worst flooding algorithm, as compared in [18] ), we have introduced the flooding rate as a measure of communication overhead. The flooding rate is the ratio of the number of message transmissions and the shortest possible hop count between two nodes. Each transmission in multiple routes is counted and a message can be sent to all neighbors with one transmission. Note that the cost of location updates is not counted here.
6. Single-path routing algorithms and scalability. The routing algorithms should perform well for wireless networks with an arbitrary number of nodes. Our goal is to design scalable single-path strategies with O n p overhead. Most previously proposed positionbased routing algorithms (e.g., [1] , [18] ) for wireless ad hoc networks were based on forwarding the actual message along multiple paths toward an area where the destination is hopefully located, hoping to achieve robustness. However, they are not scalable because of linear communication overhead. Moreover, we will show here that single-path strategies may be even more robust (for instance, they can guarantee delivery) and with less communication overhead. The significant communication overhead of location updates can be avoided if a variant of source-initiated on-demand routing strategy [2] , [26] is applied. In the strategy, the source node issues a destination search request which is a ªshortº message that is flooded to all the other nodes in the network. When the first such message arrives at the destination node D, D will report back to the source with a brief message containing its exact location. The source node then sends a full data message (ªlongº message) toward the exact location of the destination. In this paper, routing is aimed at a single path, but flooding (to all neighbors, not to the whole network) is applied at nodes where the basic algorithm fails. 7. Guaranteed message delivery. The delivery rate [2] is the ratio of numbers of messages received by the destination and sent by senders. Despite high communication overhead, existing directional-based methods [1] , [18] report only 80-90 percent delivery rates. Our goal is to design a routing algorithm with guaranteed delivery if the impact of hte MAC layer is ignored. In other words, if the network is collisionfree and connected, then each message is delivered. GEDIR, MFR, and DIR localized algorithms achieve very high delivery rates for dense networks, but low for sparse graphs. We propose flooding (to all neighbors) to be applied on failure nodes to guarantee delivery and show that this does not result in high communication overhead. Ad hoc networks are best modeled by minpower graphs constructed in the following way: Each node A has its transmission range tA. Two nodes A and B in the network are neighbors (and, thus, joined by an edge) if the Euclidean distance between their coordinates in the network is less than the minimum between their transmission radii (i.e., dA; B < minftA; tBg) [1] . If all transmission ranges are equal (to the radius R of the graph), the corresponding graph is known as the unit graph. The minpower and unit graphs are valid models when there are no obstacles in the signal path (e.g., a building). Ad hoc networks with obstacles can be modeled by subgraphs of minpower or unit graphs. This paper deals primarily with unit graphs.
We shall prove that the GEDIR and MFR algorithms are inherently loop-free. The proofs do not use unit graph properties and are, therefore, valid for any kind of network, including networks in three-dimensional space. Several modifications to the GEDIR, MFR, and DIR methods which should provide a better trade-off between delivery and flooding rates are also described here. Two-hop neighbors may be used to enhance delivery rate and shorten hop count. Flooding may be used at nodes where the basic method drops the packet.
In the 1-hop and 2-hop GEDIR, DIR, and MFR methods, there is exactly one copy of each message in the network at all times, that is, each intermediate node will forward the message to exactly one of its neighbors. The memory requirements for storing the information about the past traffic at each node differ in algorithms that will be discussed. The 1-hop and 2-hop GEDIR, DIR, and MFR algorithms do not memorize any messages previously forwarded to any neighbors. Messages in flooding-based algorithms are memorized only at each node for better performance.
Several experiments are designed to measure the performance of the proposed routing algorithms on static random unit graphs. In some cases, the nodes may move, but the destination could be fixed and known to the nodes (e.g., police stations or collectors of sensor data). By concentrating on static networks in the first phase in the search for the ultimate routing protocol, more efforts are made toward some important properties of routing algorithms, namely, loop-free design and flooding rates. These important characteristics seem to be ignored in [1] and insufficiently studied in [18] . Moreover, in addition to the number of nodes in the network, we introduce a network degree (that is, the average number of neighbors of each node) as the independent variable instead of the radius of the unit graph. The degree is a much clearer measure of graph density or connectivity than the radius and is also listed as one of the main network parameters in [21] . We then propose to apply a sourceinitiated on-demand strategy to handle node mobility and added MAC layer and mobility in our experiments.
The new experiments confirmed the data obtained on static networks.
Preliminary versions of this paper are published in [28] , [29] .
KNOWN GPS-BASED ROUTING METHODS
Several GPS-based methods were proposed in 1984-1986 by using the notion of progress. Define progress as the distance between the transmitting node and the receiving node projected onto a line drawn from the transmitter toward the final destination. A neighbor is in the forward direction if the progress is positive (for example, for transmitting node S and receiving nodes A, C, and F in Fig. 1) ; otherwise, it is said to be in the backward direction (e.g., nodes B and E in Fig. 1 ). In the random progress method [22] , packets destined toward D are routed with equal probability toward one intermediate neighboring node that has positive progress. The rationale for the method is that, if all nodes are sending packets frequently, the probability of collision grows with the distance between nodes (assuming that the transmission power is adjusted to the minimal possible) and, thus, there is a trade-off between the progress and transmission success. In [12] , a packet is sent to the nearest neighboring node with forward progress (for instance, to node C in Fig. 1 ).
Takagi and Kleinrock [38] proposed the MFR (most forward within radius) routing algorithm in which a packet is sent to the neighbor with the greatest progress (e.g., node A in Fig. 1 ). In [14] , the method is modified by proposing to adjust the transmission power to the distance between the two nodes. We shall reformulate the MFR method in order to facilitate its implementation and provide a simple proof that is loop-free. Let a Á b denote the dot products of vectors a and b. Consider the dot products of vectors originating from destination D and ending at nodes in the network. Clearly DS Á DA jDSjjDA H j, where A H is the projection of A on the line DA (see Fig. 1 ). The sign is assumed here to be positive; it can be shown that, in the case of a negative dot product, D must be a neighbor of S. Thus, the considered dot product is minimal exactly when the progress is maximal. The goal in the MFR algorithm [38] is, therefore, to minimize the dot product. Using the dot product definition, we shall prove, in the next section, that the MFR algorithm is loop-free.
Finn [8] proposed a variant of the random progress method, called Cartesian routing, which ªallows choosing any successor node which makes progress toward the packet's destinationº [8] . The best choice depends on the complete topological knowledge, which is not available. Finn [8] adopted the greedy principle in his simulation: Choose the successor node that is closest to the destination. In the example in Fig. 2 , sender S selects node B, which is closer to D than the other neighbor A. The path selected by the algorithm is SBEFGHID and consists of seven hops. When none of neighboring nodes is closer to the destination than current node C, the algorithm differs from the one (GEDIR) studied in this paper. Finn [8] proposes searching all n-hop neighbors (nodes at a distance of at most n hops from current node) by limited flooding until a node closer to the destination than C is found, where n is a network dependent parameter. The algorithm has nontrivial details and does not guarantee delivery nor optimize flooding rate. Finn [8] also observed that his algorithm has no loops since it always forces a message to take a step closer to the destination. This proof is not applicable to the GEDIR algorithm.
In [5] , routing tables, which are updated by mobile software agents modeled on ants, are used. Ants are used to collect and disseminate information about the nodes' locations.
Recently, three articles [1] , [18] , [17] independently reported variations of fully distributed routing protocols based on the direction of destination. In these directional routing methods, node A uses the location information for B and its one hop neighbors to obtain B's direction and then transmits a message m to several neighbors whose direction (looking from A) is closest to the direction of D. The methods differ in the choice of direction ranges.
In the compass routing method (also referred to here as the DIR method) proposed by Kranakis et al. [17] , the source or intermediate node A uses the location information for the destination D to calculate its direction. The location of one hop neighbors of A is used to determine for which of them, say C, the direction AC is closest to the direction of AD (that is, the angle CAD is minimized). The message m is forwarded to C. This process repeats until the destination is hopefully reached. Consider the network in Fig. 2 , where the radius is equal to edge EF. The direction AC is closest to direction AD among candidate directions AS, AB, AC, and AP. The path selected by the DIR method is SACJKLMND. They gave a counterexample showing that the compass routing is not loop-free even for static networks modeled by planar graphs embedded in plane (geometric graphs, which differ from unit graphs). The authors modify their algorithm to avoid loops and guarantee delivery for the special case of planar graphs with convex regions and a few other cases which do not correspond to realistic ad hoc networks.
Basagni et al. [1] described a distance routing effect algorithm for mobility (DREAM). The source or any intermediate node A calculates the direction of destination D and, based on the mobility information about D, chooses an angular range. The message m is forwarded to all neighbors whose direction belongs to the selected range. The range is determined by the tangents from A to the circle centered at D and with a radius equal to a maximal possible movement of D since the last location update. The area containing the circle and two tangents is referred to as the request zone in [18] . The DREAM algorithm [1] incorporates the idea of triggering the sending of location updates by moving nodes autonomously at a rate and hop distance that correspond to the node's mobility rate. Ko and Vaidya [18] described independently, at the same conference, a similar algorithm and a few modifications of it. In the location-aided routing (LAR) algorithm [18] , the request zone is fixed from the source and a node which is not in the request zone does not forward a route request to its neighbors. If the source has no neighbors within the request zone, the zone is expanded to include some. The size of the request zone depends on the average speed of the destination's movement and time elapsed since the last known location of the destination was recorded [1] , [18] .
The definition of the request zone [1] , [18] was modified in [31] in order to provide a uniform framework with the corresponding notions in the GEDIR and MFR methods. In [31] , the V-GEDIR, CH-MFR, and R-DIR methods are discussed in which m is forwarded to exactly those neighbors which may be the best choices for a possible position of destination (using the appropriate criterion).
The request zone in the R-DIR method [31] may include one or two neighbors that are outside of the angular range because they can have the closest direction for the tangents to the circle. In the V-GEDIR method, these neighbors are determined by intersecting the Voronoi diagram of neighbors with the circle (or rectangle) of possible positions of destination, while the portion of the convex hull of neighboring nodes is analogously used in the CH-MFR method.
Ko and Vaidya [18] discussed various enhancements to their basic technique. The LAR scheme 1 [18] proposes an alternative definition of the request zone as the smallest rectangle that includes the current location of S and the expected zone of destination (a circular region). The request zone is thus increased, with increased chances of reaching the destination, but also with increased flooding. The modifications in [18] include sending route requests before the message itself [14] . Note that a route request may be considered as a routing of short messages. Nodes may update their location information with each exchange of messages between them. Messages may contain a source location also to update location information at intermediate nodes. Recovery procedures based on partial or full flooding, to start flooding if the given algorithm fails to find the route within a timeout interval, are proposed by both papers [1] , [18] .
Ko and Vaidya [18] also proposed the LAR scheme 2. In this scheme, the source or each intermediate node A will forward the message to all nodes that are closer to the destination than A is (more precisely, at most farther from the destination than node A to account for possible location error). This scheme therefore suggests the use of geographic distance instead of direction.
The routing algorithms in [1] , [18] are localized, demandbased and adapt well to ªsleepº period operation. Simulation results presented in [1] using a discrete event simulator show that the dynamic source routing protocol [14] has a 25-250 percent larger end-to-end delay than the DREAM protocol. The average number of data bits transmitted per data bits delivered is consistently lower for both LAR schemes as compared to flooding [18] . Therefore, adding location information to the routing tables in all nodes resulted in significant improvement in the performance over the existing methods that do not use such information. Despite these advantages, the proposed methods [1] , [18] have some drawbacks. They have considerable flooding rates and do not guarantee delivery in the absence of message collisions. Directional methods are also shown (in this paper) not to guarantee loop-free paths. This paper discusses and proposes algorithms that improve on these three measures.
LOOP-FREEDOM PROPERTY OF DIRECTIONAL, MFR, AND GEDIR METHODS
In distance, progress, and direction-based approaches, when node A wants to send message m to destination node D, it forwards m to its neighbor C which is closest to D (has the best progress toward D, whose direction is closest to direction of D, respectively) among all neighbors of A. The same procedure is repeated until D, if possible, is eventually reached. In order to provide uniform and fair treatment of all three basic algorithms, we introduce a common stoppage criterion. The message is dropped at an intermediate node A if node C, selected for forwarding by A using the corresponding algorithm, is exactly the node that sent the message to A in the previous step. Such a node A will be referred to as the concave node (in each of the corresponding methods). So, defined algorithms are referred to as GEDIR (GEographical DIstance Routing), MFR, and DIR, respectively. Concave node A in the GEDIR algorithm is, therefore, a node which is closer to destination D than any of its neighbors and node C, the closest to D among A's neighbors, has itself no closer (to D) neighbor than A. Note that, in the GEDIR algorithm, A does not compare its own distance against the distances of its neighbors. Thus, even if A is closer to the destination than C, the message is still forwarded to C with the hope that C will find another neighbor which is closer to the destination than A is. Otherwise, C will return the message to A and a local loop (between A and C) is created. We will prove that this is the only kind of loop that may be formed in a wireless network using the proposed distance-based routing (unless nodes move very fast). Since such a loop can obviously be detected by nodes A and C, they can stop forwarding m and prevent it from spinning between them. Note that the selected neighbor in the MFR method may also be farther from the destination than A.
It is easy to find examples in which one of the basic methods delivers the message to the destination while the others do not. Similarly, it is easy to construct examples in which the path length or the number of hops for one method is smaller than for other methods. Finally, one can construct examples showing that the ratio of the hop count by one of the algorithms over the shortest hop count may be arbitrarily large.
The authors of [1] claim that their algorithm provides loop-free paths (no proof was given). However, Fig. 3 shows a counterexample of a loop that consists of four nodes, denoted as E, F, G, and H. The graph is a unit graph with the radius as indicated in the figure. Let the source be any node in the loop, e.g., E. Node E selects node F to forward the message because the direction of F is closer to destination D than the direction of its other neighbor H. Similarly, node F selects G, node G selects H, and node H selects E. Additional node Cs can be taken outside the loop nodes so that messages can be delivered from E to D by an alternate path.
The counterexample was obtained by a computer program which also reported that, on average, one out of 200 random connected graphs with 20 nodes contains a source-destination pair with a similar loop. The example shows that the loop (indicated by arrows) can be created nonlocally and with static nodes. The nodes on the loop are not able to recognize the loop unless message id is memorized (for each forwarded message!). The example in Fig. 3 is not restricted to the unit graph model of wireless networks. Clearly, such an example may exist in any kind of random network model (models where each edge is selected with certain nonzero probability), in subgraphs of unit graphs that model the network with obstacles, in any model that generalizes unit graphs (e.g., minpower graphs), or in any graph model that includes unit graphs as subgraphs. Finally, a static network is a special case of a moving network, so the counterexample is valid for ad hoc networks. Thus, we have proven the following theorem: Theorem 1. Any memoryless routing algorithm for ad hoc wireless networks in which a node currently holding the message forwards it to its neighbor with the closest direction toward the destination (and to some other nodes) is not a loopfree algorithm.
We shall now prove that the MFR algorithm [38] is loopfree. Suppose that, on the contrary, there exists a loop in the algorithm. Let A 1 ; A 2 ; . . . A n be the nodes in the loop so that A 1 sends the message to A 2 , A 2 sends the message to A 3 ; . . . , A nÀ1 sends the message to A n , and A n sends the message to A 1 (see Fig. 4 ). According to the choice of neighbors and the MFR algorithm (using the dot product formulation given above), it follows that DA n Á DA 1 > DA 2 Á DA 1 since node A 1 selects A 2 , not A n , to forward the message. Therefore, 
which is a contradiction. In order to provide for a loop-free method, we assume that, in case of ties for the choice of neighbors, if one of the choices is the previous node, the MFR algorithm will select that node (that is, it will stop or flood the message).
The proof that the GEDIR algorithm is inherently loopfree goes as follows: Suppose that there exists a loop in a distance routing algorithm and let A 1 be the node on the loop that is closest to the destination (see Fig. 4 ). According to the GEDIR algorithm, A 1 forwards the message to its neighbor A 2 , which then forwards to one of its neighbors, A 3 (following the created loop), which is closest to destination D among all neighbors of A 2 . Thus, A 3 is closer to D than A 1 , which is a contradiction. This proof also suggests that, in the case of equal distances from the destination, the current nodes should choose the node that forwarded the message to it. For instance, if jA 1 A 2 j jA 2 A 3 j, A 2 should send the message back to A 1 to avoid a possible star-shaped loop.
Both proofs of loop-free properties (for MFR and GEDIR algorithms) do not refer to the unit graphs and are valid in a three-dimensional space. Thus, they are applicable to any model of wireless networks. The exclusion is, of course, the unrealistic case when nodes move purposely (combined with the selected location update scheme) in such a way as to maintain a loop (e.g., nodes of a regular polygon moving toward the center (destination) always just before the message is sent to them and returning back afterwards). In the absence of such a purpose, the message will exit the temporary loop and, therefore, we have proven the following theorem: Theorem 2. Routing algorithms in wireless networks in which nodes forward the message to several neighbors closest to the destination or with the most forward progress (i.e., the MFR and GEDIR algorithms and their enhancements, e.g., flooding and 2-hop routing) are inherently loop-free.
TWO-HOP, FLOODING, TWO-HOP FLOODING, AND Hybrid SINGLE-PATH/FLOODING ROUTING METHODS
The delivery rate of the GEDIR, DIR, or MFR algorithms can be improved if nodes exchange information about their neighbors and each node is aware of its 2-hop neighbors (neighbors of its neighbors). In this case, node A currently holding the message may choose the node closest to destination D among all direct (1-hop) and 2-hop neighbors and forward the message to its neighbor that is connected to the choice. In case of ties (that is, more than one neighbor connected to the closest 2-hop neighbor), choose the one that is closest to the destination. We will refer to this method as 2-hop GEDIR. Two-hop DIR and 2-hop MFR can be similarly defined by replacing all references to distance by direction and progress, respectively. The abbreviated names GEDIR-2, DIR-2, and MFR-2 for 2-hop methods will also be used in the sequel for these single-path methods.
We propose a modification to all three basic algorithms to avoid message dropping. Each algorithm proceeds as described until the message is supposed to be dropped by the corresponding algorithm at a concave node A. If an alternate network is available for occasional use (for example, a satellite or other technology), the concave node may use it. Otherwise, we propose flooding as a solution. Full flooding, initiated at a concave node and performed afterward at any node receiving the message, will certainly suffice to reach the destination, but the flooding rate will be affected. In order to enable this solution, messages should carry a bit of information about the existence of a concave node on its previous path so that the receiving nodes may decide how to proceed. We propose to perform flooding only at concave nodes, while every other intermediate node should act with the receiving messages, as in the corresponding basic routing algorithm. After forwarding the packet to all its neighbors, a concave node shall mark the packet id in the entry corresponding to given the destination and refuse to accept the same packet from any of its neighbors. Upon receiving a rejection message from a concave node, the intermediate nodes will select the next best neighbor instead. In effect, the concave node has disconnected itself with respect to the given packet. It is not necessary to carry an additional flooding bit with the packet. The delivery of the packet to the destination is guaranteed (assuming that the network is connected graph). The methods will be referred to as the flooding GEDIR, floodingDIR, and flooding MFR routing methods (abbreviated as f-GEDIR, f-DIR, and f-MFR). It is straightforward to show that the f-GEDIR and f-MFR methods guarantee delivery (for connected graphs without message collisions) and that they are loop-free (neither of the properties is valid for the f-DIR algorithm).
Next, there is the 2-hop flooding GEDIR (MFR), abbreviated as 2-f-GEDIR (2-f-MFR), which is a combination of two presented ideas. Two-hop GEDIR (MFR, respectively) is applied on all nodes except concave ones, which apply flooding to all neighbors.
Finally, to address the mobility issue, hybrid singlepath/flooding routing algorithms can be defined as follows: When a source S wants to route a message to destination D, it initiates a destination search by flooding a ªshortº message (containing source and destination ids, the source's location, and the constant number of additional bits). Every node in the network receives this message (for connected graphs and collision-free environment). It is not necessary for all nodes to retransmit the message. Recently, several localized efficient broadcasting (which is, in this context, equivalent to flooding) algorithms were proposed [23] , [24] , [35] . Approximately half of the nodes in the network retransmit the message, which greatly reduces the communication overhead and impact of collisions. After receiving the message, D will respond with another ªshortº message that is routing toward the known position of S. Finally, S will route the ªfullº message toward the known location of D. These two routing tasks are performed by the f-GEDIR (or f-MFR) algorithms. We will demonstrate experimentally that this simple strategy is a highly competitive algorithm.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Since the three basic methods do not have satisfactory delivery rates for sparse networks, their evaluation on networks with moving nodes on a MAC layer is not necessary. We therefore first designed experiments with static networks only, also assuming a collision-free environment. Such a simplified design provided quick insight into several major properties of each algorithm.
According to [21] , parameters that define a networking context, in the case of static networks with nodes of equal range and capacity, are network size n (the number of nodes) and network degree (i.e., connectivity) d. Our experiments were designed to compare all methods in terms of their average delivery rates, hop counts, and flooding rates. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (SP) was used as a benchmark (it was also used to test whether a graph is connected).
The experiments were carried out using random unit graphs. Each of the n nodes is chosen by selecting its x and y coordinates at random in the interval 0; 100. In order to control the average node degree d, we sort all nn À 1=2 (potential) edges in the network by their length in increasing order. The radius R that corresponds to the chosen value of d is equal to the length of the nd=2th edge in the sorted order. Generated graphs which were disconnected are ignored.
The first test series evaluated the performance of the basic, 2-hop, and flooding GEDIR, DIR, and MFR methods. For each selected pair n; d, a total of 20 connected graphs are generated. We experimented with the following network sizes: n 20, 50, and 100. For each graph, 50 random source-destination pairs are chosen and the routing was performed in both directions. Averages over all 20 graphs with the same parameters are then found.
The LAR2 scheme from [18] is added in the experiments since it had the best performance among schemes proposed by Ko and Vaidya, according to their measurements. In one transmission step (of the broadcast type), the source or each intermediate node A will forward the message to all nodes that are closer to the destination than A (thus, we selected value 0). Ko and Vaidya did not mention whether nodes memorize messages to reduce the flooding rate. Experiments in [5] compared the ants-based method with LAR2 without memorizing past traffic and reported the flooding ratio in LAR2 over 1,000 times higher than in the ant-based method. We therefore assumed that nodes in LAR2 do memorize messages and do not transmit the same message more than once. Nodes in LAR2, which have no closer neighbor to the destination than themselves do not retransmit the message. Thus, the flooding rate in LAR2 is simply the ratio of the nodes that transmit the message. Fig. 6 shows the delivery rates for n 100 nodes and five of the methods. The success rates for the DIR, GEDIR, and MFR methods are comparable (about 50
, respectively). Thus, the success rate greatly depends on the network degree, but not much on the basic method selected! While the success rate for the basic methods on dense networks is already impressive (over 90 percent), enhancements to the basic methods are required for sparse networks. Two-hop GEDIR (GEDIR-2) and MFR-2 have increased their success rates compared to the 1-hop variants (by 7-10 percent for low degrees, 1 percent for high degrees), while 2-DIR decreased its success rate for 1-8 percent compared to DIR. The reason for a success drop for the 2-DIR method is that a 2-hop neighbor C of A with closest direction AC, with respect to AD, may be very far from the optimal direction with respect to BD, where B is the common neighbor of A and C. f-GEDIR and f-MFR have 100 percent success, while f-DIR may fail (due to undetected loop creation). The LAR2 method did not offer reliable success at low degrees (78 percent for d 4). Fig. 7 presents the average hop counts for the methods studied. They are calculated as the sum of hop counts for all the successful transmissions over the total number of successful transmissions for each individual method. For methods where a message can be delivered several times, the copy with the shortest hop count is considered. The SP method does not give the smallest numbers in the table because it provides longer paths in cases where other methods fail. The hop counts for the DIR-based methods are consistently (but not significantly) higher than those for the GEDIR and MFR methods.
The GEDIR and MFR methods have shown consistently close success rates and hop counts in all cases. The differences in both the success rates and hop counts were less than 1 percent on the average, with no difference for many of the graphs considered. When there was a difference, it appears that one of them was a ªwinnerº by a random choice, with a slight overall advantage in favor of the GEDIR method. A closer analysis reveals the reason why the paths selected by the GEDIR and MFR methods were identical in more than 99 percent of the cases. Consider Fig. 5 . Let A and B be two different nodes selected by the GEDIR and MFR methods, respectively, when a packet is to be forwarded from node S. Suppose that they are located on the same side of SD. jADj < jBDj since GEDIR selects A. Node B cannot be selected within triangle SAA H , where A H is the projection of node A on direction SD, since B has more progress than A. However, the angle SAB is obtuse and jSBj > jSAj. Since A and B are likely to be close to each other, the remaining path may coincide or at least the chances for delivery are similar. However, when A and B are on the opposite sides of SD, a difference in the success or hop count is more likely. Fig. 8 shows flooding rates for the three methods for n 100 nodes. Both successful and unsuccessful deliveries are considered. The basic methods gave numbers less than 1 in most cases because of failures. In order to provide a fair comparison with the LAR2 method, all nodes in the flooding methods were assumed to memorize past traffic and do not forward the same message twice. The f-GEDIR and f-MFR methods, which guarantee delivery, did not significantly flood the network with higher degrees (< 2 for d 8; 9; 10; between 5 and 10 percent of nodes are flooded), while, for low degrees, the effect was notable (> 4 for d 4 and 5; up to 40 percent of nodes were flooded). The LAR2 method had the reverse effect. The flooding rate increased significantly with the degree (from about twice SP flooding at d 4 or 15 percent of nodes to > 9 at d 10 and about 14 at d 14 or over 40 percent of nodes). Let us compare the LAR2 methods with the flooding-based ones. The f-GEDIR and f-MFR methods guarantee delivery and have significantly lower flooding rates at moderate and high degrees (from d 6 for n 100). LAR2 has lower hop counts, but the difference is significant only for small degree networks. The lower flooding rate of LAR2 for sparse graphs is accompanied by a high failure rate of LAR2 at these degrees. Thus, overall, our floodingbased methods are superior to LAR2 for any degree networks.
We have, then, developed a simulator for medium access control (MAC) and node movement. A simplified version of the MAC specification in the IEEE 802.11 standard is referenced to simulate carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) behavior among hosts. It is assumed that one routing task at a time is in the network. We used the following parameters: The bit rate is 1M per second, the slot time is 20us (microseconds), and the packet size is 280 bits, which, with the required overhead, took 2,540us or p 127 slots (ªfullº message size) in our simulation. The size of the short messages in our simulation was p 4 slots. Acknowledgments are not sent. In this protocol, when node A receives a packet to be transmitted, it first waits for an interframe spacing DIFS period (DIF S 2 in our experiments). Node A then chooses a random integer BC (backoff counter) in interval 0::31. The backoff counter determines the number of transmission-free slots as sensed by A. During periods in which the channel is clear, A decrements BC. When BC reaches 0, A transmits the packet. Once a node starts a transmission, it transmits continuously for p slots until the packet is fully transmitted. Thus, a neighboring node receives the packet if it receives collision-free transmissions for the duration of p consecutive slots.
The node mobility is introduced as follows: Each node moves with a given probability to a randomly chosen destination position on a straight line with a speed that is also chosen at random between two threshold values. We have implemented only location updates between neighboring nodes, using a method described in [36] . In addition to location, each node also stores the speed and direction of movement of its neighbors (it is either part of the location update message or is calculated on the basis of the two last reported neighbor locations). Each node decides to send a message containing its new location to all its neighbors whenever it detects that an existing edge will be broken or that a two-hop neighbor is becoming a direct neighbor. The distance from node A to node B is measured by using the estimated position B H for node B and calculated by using the last known position of B and its reported speed and direction of movement. This kind of location updates significantly reduced the number of update messages. For instance, two nodes moving with the same speed and in the same direction do not need to repeatedly report to each other their new positions. The Gateway-based broadcasting [35] of a short message was used for route discovery in both the hybrid single-path/flooding and LAR2 methods. Because node movement may disconnect the graph, failures to reach the destination are not counted in delivery rates, but the ªshortº message was still flooded. Thus, delivery rates were only measured for pairs of nodes that were connected at the time of issuing the routing task. The average number of short messages per routing task was 25, 36, 47, 48, 49, 47, and 45 for degrees 4-10, respectively (lower degree graphs are easier to disconnect), on networks with 100 nodes.
Delivery rates were consistently over 94 percent for hybrid single-path flooding methods for all tested movement speeds. The failures were mostly due to collisions between short messages in the route discovery process and, sometimes, between a full and a short message. For the LAR2 method, however, delivery rates were always below 70 percent, 80 percent, and 90 percent for degrees 4-6 and below 92 percent for degrees 7-10. Fig. 9 shows the average numbers of full messages for the two compared methods. Flooding ratios for lower degrees were reduced due to the impact of disconnection. The lower numbers for low degrees for LAR2 are accompanied with significantly lower delivery rates. Therefore, the overall superiority of the hybrid single-path/flooding GEDIR method over LAR2 follows from our experimental data. Note that the LAR2 method is compared with the flooding method in [18] . If intelligent flooding is applied [35] , which results in retransmissions by about half of the nodes, the data presented in [18] would show similar communication overhead to that of such flooding and lower delivery rates. Hybrid 2-hop single-path/flooding methods were also tested. We obtained somewhat lower success rates for them (due to increased local traffic) and lower flooding rates and, thus, overall similar performance to that of hybrid single-path/flooding GEDIR method.
CONCLUSION
We have shown the overall superiority of flooding-based methods (f-GEDIR, f-MFR, and hybrid single-path/flooding variants) over LAR2. Thus, our design goals toward loopfree, single-path algorithms and guaranteed delivery proved more successful than existing approaches. The search for localized routing methods that have excellent delivery rates, short hop counts, small flooding ratios, and power efficiency is far from over. Since battery power is not expected to increase significantly in the future [37] and ad hoc networks, on the other hand, are booming, poweraware routing schemes need further investigation. We prepared a separate paper on the subject [27] . Flooding components in hybrid single-path/flooding algorithms are being replaced by single-path ones. We designed [3] a routing algorithm that guarantees the message delivery in unit graphs without the use of any flooding-based approach or any memorization technique at the nodes (if the destination location is ªreasonablyº accurate). Experiments in [15] with moving nodes and a MAC layer with the algorithm [3] confirmed the method superiority. The singlepath approach is also followed in [19] . Location update techniques that will improve on the simple flooding method used here are discussed in [30] , [31] , [32] , [33] . Further research is needed to identify the best GPS-based routing protocols for various network contexts. These contexts include nodes positioned in a three-dimensional space and obstacles, nodes with unequal transmission powers, or networks with unidirectional links. One of the future goals in designing routing algorithms is adding congestion considerations, that is, replacing the hop count performance measure by end-to-end delay. Algorithms need to take into account the congestion in neighboring nodes in routing decisions. We left this for further research since congestion criterion seems to require the design of new algorithms. 
